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BRANCH POINT STRUCTURE OF COVERING MAPS
ONTO NONORIENTABLE SURFACES

BY

CLOYD L. EZELL1

Abstract. Let /: M -> N be a degree n branched cover onto a compact,

connected nonorientable surface with branch points yx, y2.ym in N,

and let the multiplicities at points in f~\y¡) be fti, fto • • • > Kv The

branching array of/, designated by B, is the following array of numbers:

fll'Ml2> • • -«Mi*,

/*2i' to • • • » f*2*2

fini' Mm2> • • • ' /Vu

We show that the numbers in the branching array must always satisfy the

following conditions:

(1)S{M»+IU- 1,2,... ,**}-«,
(2) 2{ fy|< = 1, 2.m;j = 1, 2.*,} is even.

Furthermore, if S is any array of numbers satisfying these conditions, and if

N is not the projective plane, then there is a branched cover onto N with B

as its branching array.

1. Introduction. Let/: M -» N be a continuous map between 2-dimensional

manifolds. An open set U c N is evenly covered if/"'({/) is a union of

disjoint open sets on each of which / is topologically equivalent to the

complex map zn, for some n. If every point >> G N has an evenly covered

neighborhood, then/is called a branched cover and the pair (/, M) a branched

covering space of N. If/ is equivalent to z" at x, then the local degree off at x

is n and the multiplicity of x is n — 1. A point x E M with positive multi-

plicity is a critical point and a point v G AT with at least one preimage a critical

point is a branch point. \iy and z in JV are not branch points, then |/-I(.y)|

(the cardinality of /~ '(>>)) equals |/~'(z)| and we may define the degree off,

deg/, to be |/~'(v)|, for anyj not a branch point. Two branched covers/:
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M¡-*N,i = 1, 2, are equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism A: Afj -» Af2

such that/! =/2A.

In this paper we will be concerned with branched covers between compact,

closed (no boundary), connected surfaces, either orientable or nonorientable.

In this case the number of branch points, the number of critical points, and

the degree are all finite. Let/: M-» N be such a map with branch point set

Y = Í7i,72, • • • >ym} in TV and let ft,, ju^, ...,pikl, i = \,..., m, be the
multiplicities of the preimages of y¡. The branching array of/, designated by

B, is the following array of numbers:

B =

Mil» Ml2»

Mml' /W>

Mit,

/wm

We say an array of numbers B is admissible if there is a branched cover

having B as its branching array. The sum, designated by ¡i, of all of the

entries in the branching array of some map is called the multiplicity of the

map. A well-known fact concerning the multiplicities of branched covers is

the Riemann-Hurwitz formula; namely, if /: M -» N is a degree n branched

cover with multiplicity ¡i, then ¡i = « • x(N) — x(^0> where x represents the
Euler characteristic of a surface.

Many of the problems concerning branching arrays of branched covers fall

into one of two categories: enumeration problems and branch point classifi-

cation problems. In an enumeration problem, one considers a class of maps F

and an array B which is admissible for some map in F. The problem is to

count the number of topologically distinct maps in F with branching array B.

In a classification problem, one considers the set % of all branching arrays

corresponding to maps in some class F. The problem is to find necessary and

sufficient conditions for an array of numbers B to be a member of %.

An example of an enumeration problem appears in the work of Hurwitz [4].

Hurwitz enumerated all «-sheeted Riemann surfaces over the sphere with

2/1 — 2 simple branch points. Translating to our language, Hurwitz enumerat-

ed all degree n branched covers over the sphere having the branching array:

10 0_0
10 0_0

10  0..

2« - 2 terms

n - 1 terms
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Note that it follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula that the covering

surface must also be the sphere.

Examples of classification problems appear in papers by Thorn [7] and

Shepardson [6]. In Thorn's problem, the class of maps were the degree n

polynomials/»: S2-*S2, where S2 is the Riemann sphere. If B = {¡ty\i =

1,..., m; j = 1,..., k¡) is the branching array of a degree n polynomial,

then the following conditions must be satisfied:

(1) k, = 1, for some / (oo is a branch point with one preimage);

(2)2{%+lU-l,...,*f}-n;
(3) jti = 2« - 2.

Thom showed that any array of numbers satisfying (l)-(3) is the branching

array of some degree n polynomial.

In Shepardson's problem, the maps were the degree n branched covers

onto an arbitrary orientable surface N with x(N) < 0 (i-e- N can be any

orientable surface except the sphere). Shepardson showed that the branching

arrays corresponding to members in this class are characterized by the

conditions:

(1)2{*+U/-!»•••.A*}-*;
(2) jtt is an even number.

In this paper we extend Shepardson's result to include the nonorientable

surfaces; i.e., we show that the above two conditions characterize the

branching arrays of degree n branched covers onto any surface TV, orientable

or nonorientable, as long as x(N) < 0.

The branching arrays for maps onto the sphere and projective plane have

not been characterized, although some observations on certain admissible

arrays for maps onto the sphere have been made by Endler [1]. Also, Francis

[2] has defined a combinatorial invariant, called an assemblage, with which

one can determine certain admissible arrays for maps from bordered surfaces

into the sphere.

The facts on branched covers that we use to obtain these results are known

but not readily available in the literature. Hence a summary of these is given

in §2 of this paper. The actual classification problem is done in §3.

2. Representation of branched covers. Let/: M -> N be a degree n branched

cover between compact, closed surfaces with TV connected. (M is not neces-

sarily connected.) Let Y = {yu ju, ...,ym) be a set of points in TV

containing the branch points, N the punctured surface N = N — Y,

and H(N, x) = U the fundamental group of N based at some point x E TV.

The map / induces a homomorphism p: n -> S„, where S„ is the symmetric

group of permutations on the letters {1, 2,...,«}, in the following way. Let

the preimages of x be xu ..., xn. For each element w G n, define p(w) = pu

as follows: pu(/) =/ if the lift of some path in w to x¡ terminates at Xj. Since
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each such path in co terminates at the same point, pa is well defined, and since

there are no branch points in 7Y, pa is one-one and a permutation in Sn. The

map p is easily seen to be a homomorphism.

The homomorphism p determined by / is not unique. In fact / determines

an entire equivalence class of homomorphisms as follows. Define

homomorphisms p and 5 to be equivalent if there exists a permutation a G Sn

such that for every co G n, pa = o~ 'ó^o. Now if/induces p and if p is related

to 5, a relabeling of the subscripts of f~\x) by a causes / to induce 5.

Conversely, any relabeling of the subscripts causes / to induce another

homomorphism related to p. We now observe that two branched covers which

determine the same class of homomorphisms are themselves equivalent.

Let /: M -» TV and g: L -» JV be degree n branched covers with branch

points in the set Y = {yx, ... ,ym) and suppose/ and g induce equivalent

homomorphisms p and 5, respectively. Let xx,... ,x„ and z„ ..., zn be the

preimages of x in M and L and suppose x„ ..., xn¡ are the preimages of x in

some connected component of M, say Mx. Then the existence of a implies

that zo(1),..., zCT(n|) are the preimages of x in_some component of_L, say Ly_

We now observe that the covering spaces (/„ Mx) and (g„ Lx) of N (where M

and L are the punctured surfaces obtained by removing the x¡'s and z,'s, and

/, and g, are therestrictions of/and g to these_surfaces) are equivalent.

If /,*: H(MX, xx) -> n and gf: n(L„ zo(1))-» IT are the usual
monomorphisms from the fundamental groups of the covering spaces (see [5,

p. 154]), then we have

/* (n(M„ xx)) = {co g n|pa(i) = i} = {co g n|o-VO) - 1}

= {co g n|sw(o-(i)) = o(i)} = ¿f (n(f„ zo(1))).

Hence the covering spaces are equivalent (see [5, p. 159]), and by replacing

the excised points, we have that the branched covers/, and gx (the restrictions

of /and g to Mx and Lx) are equivalent. Similarly, one can show that there is

a one-one correspondence between the components of M and L such that the

restrictions of/and g to corresponding components are equivalent branched

covers.

Conversely, it is easily shown that equivalent branched covers determine

the same equivalence class of homomorphisms.

If we let ^ be the set of all equivalence classes of degree n branched covers

over N with branch set in Y, and fy the set of equivalence classes of

homomorphisms p: n -» S„, then we have established a one-one map T from

€ to ÇP. We will now observe, using some construction techniques of

Hurwitz, that this map is actually onto all of 3\

Now suppose we are given a closed, connected surface N, a finite set of
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points Y = { v„ ... ,ym} in N, and a homomorphism p: IT-»S„. We can

construct a degree n branched cover/: M-*N, from some surface M, which

induces p as described below.

Consider a system of generators of n. For convenience, we choose the

generators in the standard way; namely, n is generated by

ax,..., ar, ßx,..., ßm, where the a,'s are generators of H(N, x) and the /?,'s

are path classes represented by simple closed curves about the points v,. Then

n is represented by these generators with the single relation W(ß)W(a) = 1

(the identity in II), where W(ß) is the word ßxß2 ... ßm and W(a) is the

word a1a2«r1«2_I • • • ar-iarar-\arl> r = 2p> f°r N orientable of genus p,

and axa2 • • • aJ> r — Pi f°r N nonorientable of genus p.

Let a„ ..., a, be closed curves intersecting only at x representing the path

classes ax.ar, and let bx,..., bm be a set of nonintersecting line

segments connecting x and the points v,. See below.

N orientable N nonorientable

Figure 1

Decompose N by cutting along the curves a¡ and the lines b¡ to obtain a

closed disk Z with oriented boundary edges corresponding to the letters in the

word W(ß)W(a); i.e., bxb\ ... bmb'maxa2a'xa'2 ... ar_xara'r_xa'r for N orien-

table and bxb'x • • • bmb'maxa\a2a'2 • ■ • ara'r for N nonorientable. See below.

Construct the covering surface M by taking n copies of Z, Zx,..., Z„, and

identifying the oriented edges as follows. If w (either an a¡ or b¡) is an edge on

the boundary of Z for which p(co) (where w is the corresponding a, or /?,-) in S„

maps k to /, attach Zk to Zy by identifying edges wk and (wJ)'. (The

superscripts indicate the disk containing the edge.) Define a degree n

branched cover /: Af-»7V by taking homeomorphisms fk: Zk->Z, k =

1,..., n, and extending in the obvious way. One can label the preimages of x
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N orientable N nonorientable

Figure 2

so that / does induce the homomorphism p from which it was constructed.

By the construction, it is clear that the only possible branch points are the

y¡ and x. The multiplicities of the preimages of v, are determined by the cycles

in the permutation p(/?,-) as follows. If p(/?,) has a cycle (cxc2 • • • c,), then by

the construction, the oriented boundary of a small disk about y¡ lifts to arcs in

sheets cx,c2,..., c„ respectively. Hence v, has a preimage at which / is

locally /-to-one. Thus if p(ß;) has k¡ cycles of lengths ju,,, + 1,..., ¡ty + 1,

then y¡ has k¡ preimages with multiplicities ¡in,..., jti,*.. Since p is a

homomorphism, W(p(ß))W(p(a)) = 1 (the identity in S„), and it follows that

x has « preimages and cannot be a branch point. Hence all branch points are

in 7.

If the target surface N is orientable, then it is well-known that any covering

surface must be orientable. (Note that this is readily checked from the

construction above.) For nonorientable targets, the orientability of the

covering surface can be determined by examination of the generators of n as

described below.

Suppose N is nonorientable. A curve in M avoiding the preimages of x and

crossing the lifts of the cz,'s and b/s transversely is orientation reversing if and

only if it crosses the lifts of the a,'s an odd number of times. Hence M is

nonorientable if and only if there exists such a curve in M. Suppose W(a, ß)

= wxu2 • • • co? is a word in n with an odd number of occurrences of a('s and

suppose the permutation W(p(a), p(ß)) (i.e. the permutation

p(coç) • • • p(co2)p(coi), multiplying from right to left) fixes some number k G

{1,..., n). Let w¡, i = 1,..., q, be the edges in N corresponding to the co('s.

(co, is either a* ' or /?,*' and w, is the corresponding a¡ or b¡.) Construct a path

by beginning at some point z G Zk, cross edge wx to sheet Zp(a,i)W, cross

w2p<"'X*> to sheet Zp(U2)p((0i)W, etc. Since p(co?) • • • picofeox)(k) '= k, this
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process produces a path ending at the original sheet Zk. Terminate the path at

the starting point z G Zk. Since there are an odd number of a terms in

W(a, ß), we cross the edges a¡ an odd number of times, and the path is

reversing. Similarly, the existence of such a path implies the existence of a

word W(a, ß) with an odd number of a terms such that W(p(a), p(/?)) fixes
some letter k.

Finally, we note that if p(lT) acts transitively on {1, ..., «}, then we can

construct a path in M from Zk to Zy, for any choice of k and/, and thus M

must be connected. Conversely, the existence of such a path implies p(II) acts

transitively. More generally, if we let / be related to / if there exists a

permutation P G p(H) such that P(/) =/, and if Sx,..., Sk are the equiva-

lence classes which partition the set {1,..., n) under this relation, then M

has k connected components and the restrictions of /, /„ ... ,fk, to these

components have degrees \SX\,..., \Sk\.

We summarize all of the above in the following theorem. As before, N is

some connected, closed surface, Y = {yx,... ,ym] are selected points in N,

N = N — Y, W is the set of all equivalence classes of degree « branched

covering spaces of N with branch point set in Y, and <$ is the set of all

equivalence classes of homomorphisms p: n —> Sn. We assume n is represent-

ed in the standard way as described earlier.

2.1. Theorem. There is a one-one correspondence Y: ÍF-»1? such that if

T(F) = H, (/, M) G F, and p G H, then:

(1) There is a one-one correspondence between the connected components of

M, Mx,...,Mk and the equivalence classes Sx,...,Sk of {1,...,«}

determined by the action of p(n) on {I,...,«} such that the degree of f

restricted to M¡ equals \S¡\. Specifically, M is connected if and only if p(II) acts

transitively on {1,..., «}.

(2) The point y¡ G N is a branch point whose preimages have multiplicities

H¡x,..., ft*, // and only if p(/?,) is a nonidentity permutation with cycles of

lengths ft, + 1,..., p¡k¡ + 1.

(3) If N is nonorientable, then M is nonorientable if and only if there exists a

word W(a, ß) GIL with an odd number of a terms such that the permutation

W(p(a), p{ß)) fixes k,for some k G {1, ..., «}.

3. The classification problem. In this section we give necessary and

sufficient conditions for an array B to be the branching array for a degree n

branched cover onto any surface N with x(N) < 0. Since the conditions are

necessary for maps onto any surface but sufficient only for the ones with

X(A0 < 0, we do the necessity and sufficiency parts in different theorems.

3.1. Theorem. Let f. M->N be a degree n branched cover between connect-

ed, closed surfaces with branchpoints y x, ... ,ym in N where the multiplicities
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at points inf  '( v,) are ¡iiX,..., \i¡k¡. Then:

(l)2{ft+l|/=l,...,*,} = «;
(2) /i = 2{ ft,-|f = 1,..., m;j = 1,..., k¡) is an even number.

Furthermore, if N is nonorientable and n is odd, then M is nonorientable.

Proof. (1) This condition is well known and can be shown directly from

the definition of a branched cover. Note, however, that it follows immediately

from 2.1(2) since the sum of the cycle lengths of a permutation in Sn is n.

(2) Let p be any homomorphism associated with/by 2.1 and let n have the

standard generators a„ ßr We say the parity of a permutation is 0 if it is even

and 1 if it is odd. Since each a,, / = 1,..., r, occurs twice in the word W(a),

the parity of the permutation W(p(a)) is 0. Since p is a homomorphism,

W(p(ß))W(p(a)) is the identity in Sn and the parity of W(p(ß)) is also 0. By

2.1(2), the/th cycle c,-, in p(/S,) has length ft. + 1, hence the parity of the cycle

Cy, pai(c¡j), is congruent to ft, modulo 2. But par( W(p(/?))) equals the mod 2

sum of the parities of all the cycles in W(p(ß)), hence 0 = par(W(p(/?))) =

p. (mod 2), and p is even. Note that if N is orientable, then this condition

follows immediately from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula since the Euler

characteristic of an orientable surface is even.

Now suppose N is nonorientable and n is odd. Then p(ax) is a permutation

of odd length and has at least one odd cycle, say (cxc2 • • • cp). Thus the word

af G n has an odd number of occurrences of a terms and p£(cx) = c,. Thus

M is nonorientable by 2.1 (3).   □
The following lemmas are used for the sufficiency part of the classification

theorem. The first, Lemma 3.2, is done in [6]. For completeness, a proof is

also given here.

3.2. Lemma. Every even permutation is the product of two cycles.

Proof. Let P be a given permutation and expand P as a product of disjoint

cycles labeling the first letter of each cycle as follows:

P = (xxXx)(x2X2) • • • (xjXjXy^Xy^) - • • (ykYk),

where the X¡'s and Y,'s are (possibly empty) strings of the remaining letters in

the cycles. The x's designate cycles of odd length and the v's cycles of even

length. Let X¡ (Y¡) be the string consisting of the even terms (i.e. the 2nd, 4th,

6th, etc.) in X¡ (Y¡) and let X¡ (Y¡) be the string consisting of the odd terms.

Let Q be the cycle (x, • • • xß>x • • • ykXx • • • XjYx- • • Yk) and observe that

the product QP (multiplying from the right) is the permutation

(*!*. • • • XjX^y.YJ^YjY.y, ■ ■ ■ Yk.xykY¿

•(^■■'XjY.y^Y^YJ,--- Yk)
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for k odd and

(X*L • • • XfXjyiL^LY^s ■ - ■ Ykxx

■•'^Y1y2Y2Y3y4---Yk_xykYk)

for k even. If P is an even permutation then k must be even and the product

QP is a cycle. Hence P = (Q~l)(QP) factors as claimed.   □

3.3. Lemma. If P and Q are cyclic permutations, then there is a permutation R

having a cycle of length one such that P = R~ lQR.

Proof. Let P = (c,c2 ... c„) and Q = (dxd2 ... dn). If c¡ = a), take R to be

cxc2 • • • C¡ • ' • c„   \

• ' ■ dj-\dJdJ+\ " ' y

See [3, p. 55].   Q

3.4. Theorem. Let N be any surface with \{N) < 0 and let B be an array of

nonnegative integers, B — {ft|/ = I, . . . , m; j = I, . . . , k¡] (each row

containing some nonzero entry) such that:

(i)2{* + itf-i.....*»}■-»;
(2) p = 2{ ¡iy\i = 1,..., m;j = 1,. .., k¡] is an even number.

Then there exists a degree n branched cover f: M -> N from some connected

surface M with B as its branching array. Furthermore, if N is nonorientable and

n even, then M can be chosen nonorientable.

Proof. The proof in the case where N is orientable is done in [6]. Suppose

N is nonorientable and choose points v,, . . . , ym in N. Let

a„ ..., ar, ßx,..., ßm be the generators of n. We define a homomorphism

p: n -» S„ by defining p on the generators and extending to all of n. Choose

permutations Pß,..., Pßm such that Pßt has cycles of lengths ft, + 1,..., ftfe(

+ 1. It follows from the fact that ¡i is even that the product Pßm - - • Pßi is an

even permutation. Hence by 3.1 there is a permutation Q such that

QPßm • • • Pßi is a cycle. Since Q ~l and QPßm • • • Pßi are cycles, they are

conjugates and there is a permutation Pai such that QPßm • • • Pßi —

Pa2Q~lP~l; or equivalently,

Insert P„ P~ ' on the left to obtain

PaPaP-iQP-1QPßm...Pßl = l;

or equivalently,

{Pj{PaVQpß„---pß. = i-

Let P   = P~lQ. Define p(A) = Pp¡, i - 1,..., m, p(ax) = P    p(cQ = Pa2,

(
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and p(a¡) = 1, for / = 3,..., r. Hence p2(ar) ... p2(ax)p(ßm) ... p(ßx) = 1

and p extends to a homomorphism. Let (/, M) be any branched covering

space associated with p by 2.1. Since PaPa (— P^2lQPa) is a conjugate of Q

and hence a cycle, p(H) acts transitively on {1,..., n) and M is connected

by 2.1(1). The cover/has B as its branching array by 2.1(2) and the choice of

the permutations Pp¡, i = 1,..., m. By 3.3, Pai can be chosen to have a cycle

of length one. If this is done then M is nonorientable by 2.1(3). (Take

W(a, ß) to be a2.)   \J

The proof in the case where N is orientable is similar. Choose Q and the Pß.

as before. Let Pa2 be the permutation such that Pa~ lQPa2 = QPß„ • • • Pßx-

Take Pai = Q, P^ = 1, for / = 3,..., r, and we have

ar <V-1     <V     rç~I °2        al a2    al     Pm Pi

Now p defined as before extends to a homomorphism.

We have shown that given an array B satisfying conditions (1) and (2)

above and a nonorientable surface N (not the projective plane), there is

always a degree n branched cover having B as its branching array. We

observed that if n is odd, the covering surface is always nonorientable, and if

n is even, there is always a nonorientable covering surface with the prescribed

branching. However, if « is even, there is not always an orientable covering

surface with the prescribed branching. For example, there is no 4-1 orientable

cover of the Klein bottle having one branch point with multiplicities of 0 and

2. If there were, there would be permutations Pßi, Pa¡, and P„2 with P2P2Pßi

= 1, Pßt having one cycle of length one and one of length three, and the

permutations Pa¡ and Ptti having no odd cycles. But no such permutations

exist in S4.

Finally, we note that if N is the sphere S2 or the projective plane P2, then

the Riemann-Hurwitz formula places a third restriction on branching arrays

of maps onto N; namely,

(3) p > In - 2, for N = S2;

(3')p> n - 2, for N = P2.

However, these conditions combined with (1) and (2) of 3.4 are not enough to

characterize the branching arrays of maps onto S2 and P2. This is shown in

the following examples, the first of which appears in [6].

3.5. Example.   The array

1    f
B=   1     1

.0    2.
satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3), but there is no degree 4 branched cover

onto S2 with branching array B. If there were, there would be permutations

Pßt, Pßi, and Pß} in S4 with Pßi and Pßz having two 2-cycles and Pß} having a
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1-cycle and a 3-cycle such that PßPßPßi = 1. But no such permutations exist

inS4.

3.6. Example. The array B = [1 3] satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3'), but

there is no 6-1 branched cover of P2 with branching array B. If there were,

there would be permutations Pß and P„ in S6 with Pß having a 2-cycle and a

4-cycle such that PaPßl = 1. But there are no such permutations in S6.
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